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Editorial
bank that printed it. The people have been given
use – and only use – but Never ownership.

Dear Readers,
Proclamation By The Queen at Windsor 8th
June 2022
Fiat Currency to Disappear by January
2023? All Bank Accounts Emptied?

What most people don’t realise, is that All fiat
currency is to be removed as a medium of
payment in January 2023, at the latest.
This time period was agreed upon by the Bank
of International Settlements (“BIS”) and
governments so that countries had sufficient time
to set up their International Trade Bank and a
subsidiary Commercial Bank which would allow
people standing in the correct jurisdiction – Land
and Soil – to claim the credit that has been
deliberately hidden from them.

This currency bombshell has been kept very
secret, which was stumbled upon in “Rumble”
and posted in Tapnews wire blog, with further
information having been discovered and added
by “Danceaway”, earlier this month.
Fiat currency is to be removed as a medium of
payment in January 2023, at the latest. When fiat
currency is removed, all bank accounts will be
zeroed. While several countries are doing what
is necessary for the people, none of England,
Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland is, as yet,
doing so, which is typical.
People need to be made aware of who actually
owns ALL fiat currency, or debt, before it is too
late. People hoard a worthless piece of paper in
the belief that they own it. They categorically do
not. ALL fiat currency is owned by the central

While several countries are doing what is
necessary for the people of those countries
before the January 2023 deadline, none of
England, Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland
is, as yet, doing so.
When fiat currency is removed, ALL bank
accounts will be zeroed out as a “bail-in.” This
is actually the banks taking back their property.
So, here in England, the people are facing a
frightening outlook of having zero means to pay
for rent or mortgage, food, utility bills and
medical bills in the very near future.
The thing that masquerades as an English
government has no intention of making the
people aware. To do so would leave the UK
Corporate government unable to access the credit
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that belongs to every man, woman and child in
this country.
There is a false perception that when peoples’
bank accounts are zeroed out the banks will
compensate them. This agreement that banks
have for a set figure only applies while fiat
currency remains in existence. It will not apply
after its removal.

Most modern paper currencies are fiat
currencies, including the U.S. dollar, the
euro, and other major global currencies.
2 A bail-in is the opposite of a
bailout. Bailouts help to prevent creditors
from taking on losses while bail-ins
mandate creditors to take losses.

“Technically, deposit holders [“Savers” for
Those that have savings or hoard debt money example, savings account holders] are the banks’
under the mattress have two choices:
creditors,” Norbert Häring explained in a 2013
article discussing a planned levy on Cypriot bank
1. Turn that worthless paper into
savings.
commodities that shall have value after
the financial collapse.
2. Or hold onto it and lose it all with
nothing in return.
Twice the BIS has attempted to remove the fiat
currency before the agreed January 2023
deadline. This action, if it had been successful,
would have resulted in approximately 70% of
the world’s population dying through starvation.
After being hit with huge penalties for any lives
lost, the BIS had no choice but to continue with
the agreement.

The Royal Mint Llantrisant, Wales

Häring suggested that a small change with very
These facts are pointed out to make people aware wide-reaching effects would be to make deposits
of the gravity they face through ignorance and on current accounts, as well as securities, remain
the suppression of the facts.
the customers’ property and cease to function as
involuntary loans to the banks. “The payments
Fiat currency is debt. A promissory note system would no longer depend on the banks’
promising to pay a debt at a later time. A debt solidarity–-[Savers] would be unaffected by
cannot be paid with debt. Nobody has ever paid bank bankruptcies, so that in case of a crisis, the
a debt using fiat currency. Nobody.
state would no longer be forced to bailout banks
just to safeguard the payments system.”
A million of fiat currency in the bank accrues
interest on a Daily basis which is removed from Scriptures have long warned about the coming
the credit ledger that the banks deliberately hide. collapse of Babylon with the destruction of
While the prospect of having bank accounts Edom, when His Law and People will again be
zeroed out may be frightening for those with The Light on The Hill - Praise Yahweh.
such sums of fiat currency in bank accounts, it
is actually a good thing. It is debt, and nothing
Editor (editornewensign.com)
but debt, that is being removed.
This magazine is for private subscription only
Nonetheless, people need to grasp reality before and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
the window of opportunity to prepare for the
inevitable collapse closes.
1 Fiat money is a government-issued
currency that is not backed by a physical
commodity, such as gold or silver, but
rather by the government that issued it.
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The Chronicles
of The Migrations of The Twelve Tribes of Israel From
The Caucasus Mountains Into Europe (4)
By
Pastor Eli James
Celts, Cimmerians and = ancient Gaelic Iveriu). The "Emerald Isle" was
also known as Ivernia, Hibernia, Iberon, Ierne,
Gaels
Erin, Eire, Ire-land.

T

HE CIMMERIANS
OR CELTS HAVE
ALSO
BEEN
KNOWN
AS
THE
KELTAE, GELTAE, Galatae, Galatians,
Goidels, Gauls and Gaels. Where did these
names come from? T
he Cimmerians in Armenia were later joined
from the southeast by westward-advancing
Scythians from Medo-Persia--i.e. Israelites from
around Samaria (taken in the second captivity).
However, the Cimmerians were first established
as those people who had been carried away in
Israel's first Assyrian captivity, known as the
"Galilean Captivity," from the northern and
eastern regions of the Northern Kingdom – the
lands of Galilee and Gilead! (There was a
practice of attaching "gilead" as a suffix to
places, e.g. Jabesh-gilead and Ramoth-gilead.)
In the Trans-Jordan area was also the tribe of
Gad.

Immediately west of northern Scotland, the
Hebrews probably gave their name to the islands
called the Hebrides. In northeast Spain, the Ebro
River was most likely named after them. It is
probable that Israelite mariners brought the name
Hebrew to the Iberian Peninsula.
And, since the northern Danites dwelling near
the Phoenicians lived in the region of Galilee,
they may also have brought such Celtic names
as Galacia (northwestern Spain) and Portugal
("Port of the Gaels"). These names may also
have been brought by the transcontinental Celts.
-“Israel’s Post-Captivity Names,” from America
and Britain in Prophecy, by Raymond F. McNair.

Goths, Visigoths, Ostrogoths

The word Goth derives from the word Getae,
which we have encountered as a suffix of
Massagetae. Visigoth means West Goth and
Just to the east of the Sea of Galilee we still find Ostrogoth means East Goth.
the Golan Heights. The Hebrew Golan means
What Is The
"their captivity" and comes from the word Golah,
meaning "captive" or "exile" (Enhanced Strong's
Origin of The
Lexicon). Arthur Spier, Jewish author of A
Goths?
Comprehensive Hebrew Calendar, says that
"Golah" referred to those Israelite "communities
Paul Siding begins
living beyond the confines of Israel" (p. 62).
his history of
Galilee, Gilead, Gad, Golan and Golah are all
Scandinavia
by
possible etymological roots for Galatae, Goidels
saying,
"The
or Gauls--the Celtic people!
present inhabitants
of Denmark, as
Remember too that in Spain these people were
well as of Norway
Celtiberians or just Iberians--as the Israelites
and Sweden, are
living just north of Armenia were also called.
successors of the enormous Gothic tribe
Iber-ia is "land of Iber." Based on what we now
formerly dwelling round about the Black Sea"
know of these people, we can easily see that
(page 19, Scandinavian Races). Notice that both
"Iber" is almost identical with "Eber" or "Heber"the Svear and the Goths came from the area of
-that is, "Hebrew," which sounds very close to
the Black Sea. At the mouth of the Danube on
"Ibheriu," the ancient name of Ireland (Heb. Ivri
( Page 4 )
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the western shore is the area of Getae and Dacia - Uncovering Scandinavian Roots, by Robert C.
in Roman times. According to Procopius, who Boraker.
wrote his history in the fifth century, Romans
"say that the Goths are of the Getic race" (Book
What about the Teuts, or Teutons?
V.xxiv,30).
At the time the Teutes/Teutons started to be
mentioned in documents and books, Teuste/Tjust
saw several settlements abandoned, land grow
wild again without any shown signs of
resettlements within the nearest areas.
After 200 BC the culture around the Baltic Sea
became more or less like each other. This seems
to be the case from Bornholm, West-Prussia,
Eastern Pommern to Schlesien as in other areas
where the East-Germanic tribes had settled. To
these tribes belonged the Goths, the Burgunds,
the Vandals and other.
The Getae are mentioned in the history of
Herodotus (fifth century B.C.). In the translation
by George Rawlinson, his brother Sir Henry
gives this footnote: "The identity of the Getae
with the Goths of later times is more than a
plausible conjecture. It may be regarded as
historically certain" (Vol.III, page 84, 1862
edition).
Jordanes, the best known Gothic historian,
always speaks of the Getae and Goths as one
people. He also calls them "Scythae."
We find more evidence in other historical
accounts. For example, "The Pictish Chronicle
The Burgunds
declares that the Scythians and Goths had a
common origin" (page 216, The Races of It's during this time, according to some, that the
Ireland and Scotland by W. C. Mackenzie).
'Asa-gudar' Norse Gods came wandering up to
southern Scandinavia. It's been presumed by
The evidence also indicates that the Getae were some that the 'Asar' (pluralis) were some Gothic
the same kind of people as the Dacians. They God statues, believed to be the Amals Dynasty's
both spoke the same language according to Ancestors among the Gods the Goths who
Strabo (7.3.13). Pliny says that the Getae were arrived came from the Black Sea region of the
called Dacians by the Romans (Book IV, xxi, Balkan Peninsula and up to Crimea. - Teutonic
80).
Tribes and Geata / getae/goths, Johansson
Inger E, Gothenburg, October 2005.
Duchesne, who collected the Norman chronicles
in the seventeenth century, has no doubt Recalling that these Israelites had adopted pagan
whatever that the Normans were Dacians and gods and rituals, they carried these traditions
consistently calls them by that name in his with them until they were Christianised.
preface.

Covered Wagons

Dudo, who wrote the earliest history of the
Normans in the tenth century, also had no doubt
Ukrainian and Polish archaeologists excavated
that they came from Scythia beyond the Danube.
an intact tomb of an ancient Scythian nobleman
He also said they were Dacians.
near Ryzanovka, Ukraine, 145 km (90 mi) from
( Page 5 )
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the capital, Kiev, in the summer of 1996. Jan
Chochorowski, the director of the Kraków
Institute of Archaeology at Jagiellonian
University in Poland, and Serhiy Skory, an
archaeologist with the Academy of Sciences in
Kiev, unearthed the rare 2300-year-old tomb,
which contained the remains of a Scythian chief,
his servant, a horse, and many gold, silver, and
bronze artefacts.
The Scythians were a nomadic people who raised
horses, cattle, and sheep. According to ancient
Greek historians, Scythians travelled in tentcovered wagons, spoke a form of Persian, and
fought with short bows and arrows from

horseback. Their empire stretched north of the
Black Sea to parts of present-day Ukraine,
Russia, and Moldova from the 7th century BC
to the 4th century BC. - Encarta Yearbook, Oct.
1996
What other people do you know of that were
famous for travelling in covered wagons? We
Americans called them Pioneers. Little did these
Pioneers realize that their ancestors were once
called Scythians. Even less did these Pioneers
realize that their ancestors were once called
Israel!
The End OS23272

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Exodus Part 7
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
5. Appointed Yahweh a set time, saying,
“Tomorrow shall Yahweh do this thing in the
land.”
6. And did Yahweh that thing on the morrow,
and all the livestock of Mits’rayim died; but of
the livestock of the children of Yis’rael not one
died.
7. And sent Par’oh, and behold, there was not
one of the livestock of Yis’rael dead. And the
heart of Par’oh was made heavy, and he did not
let the people go.

Chapter 9
1. Said then Yahweh to Mosheh, “Go in to
Par’oh, and tell him, ‘Thus says Yahweh
Elohey the Ibriym, ‘Let My people go, so that
they may serve Me.’

8. And said Yahweh to Mosheh and to Aharon,
“Take to you handfuls 4393/2651 of ashes
6368 of the brick furnace 3536, and let
Mosheh sprinkle 2236 it toward the sky 8064
in the sight of Par’oh.

2. Because if you refuse 3986 to let them go, 9. And it shall become small dust 80 in all the
and will hold them still,
land of Mits’rayim, and shall be a boil 7822
breaking forth 6524 with boils 76 upon adam
3. behold, the hand of Yahweh is upon your 120 and upon beast, throughout all the land
livestock 4735 which is in the field, upon the of Mits’rayim."
horses, upon the asses,upon the camels, upon
the oxen, and upon the sheep: there shall be 10. And took they ashes of the brick furnace,
and stood in the presence of Par’oh; and
a very grievous pestilence 1698.
Mosheh sprinkled it upward toward the sky; and
4. And shall Yahweh separate 6395 between it became a boil breaking forth with boils upon
the livestock of Yis’rael, and the livestock of adam, and upon beast.
Mits’rayim: and nothing at all will die that is
11. And could not stand the magicians in the
of the children of Yis’rael.’”
presence of Mosheh because of the presence of
( Page 6 )
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the boils; because the boil was upon the field and shall not be brought home, the hail
magicians, and upon all the Mits’rayim.
shall come down upon them, and they shall
die!’”
12. And strengthened Yahweh the heart of
Par’oh, and he did not listen to them; as had 20. He that respected 3372 the Word of Yahweh
spoken Yahweh to Mosheh.
among the servants of Par’oh made his servants
and his livestock flee into the houses:
13. And said Yahweh to Mosheh, “Rise up
early in the morning, and stand in the 21. and he that considered 7760 not in his heart
presence of Par’oh, and say to him, ‘Thus the Word of Yahweh left his servants and his
says Yahweh Elohey the Ibriym, ‘Let My livestock in the field.
people go, so that they may serve Me.
22. And said Yahweh to Mosheh, “Stretch forth
14. Because at this time I will send all My your hand toward the sky, so that there may
plagues 4046 upon your heart, and upon your be hail in all the land of Mits’rayim, upon
servants, and upon your people; so that you adam and upon beast, and upon every herb
will know that there is none like Me in all the 6212 of the field, throughout the land of
land.
Mits’rayim.”
15. Because now I will stretch out My hand,
so that I may smite you and your people with
pestilence 1698; and you shall be cut off 3582
from the land.

23. And stretched forth Mosheh the rod toward
the sky: and sent Yahweh thunder 6963 and hail,
and the fire went along upon the ground; and
rained Yahweh hail upon the land of Mits’rayim.

16. However 199 for this reason 5668/2063 I
have made you stand firm 5975, in order
5668 to show 7200 in you My power 358l; and
so that My Name may be declared 5608
throughout all the land.

24. So there was hail, and fire mingled 3947
with the hail, very grievous, such as there was
none like it in all the land of Mits’rayim since it
became a nation

25. And smote the hail throughout all the land of
17. And still 5750 you exalt yourself 5549 Mits’rayim all that was in the field, both adam
against My people, that you will not let them and beast; and smote the hail every herb of the
field, and broke every tree of the field.
go!
26. Only in the land of Goshen, where were the
18. Behold, tomorrow about this time I will children of Yis’rael, was there no hail.
cause it to rain a very grievous hail 1259,
such as has not been in Mits’rayim since the 27. And sent Par’oh, and called for Mosheh and
foundation 3245 of it until 5704 now.
Aharon, and said to them, “I have sinned 2398
this time 6471 Yahweh is righteous 6662, and I
and my people are wicked 7563.
28. Entreat Yahweh, because it is enough 7227,
so that there be no more mighty 430 thundering
6963 and hail; I will let you go, and you shall
stay no longer.”
29. And said Mosheh to him, “As soon as I am
gone out of the city, I will spread abroad 6566
my hands unto Yahweh; and the thunder shall
cease 2308, and there shall not be any more hail;
so that you may know that the land is Yahweh’s.
19. Therefore send now, and gather your 30. But as for you and your servants, I know that
livestock, and all that you have in the field; you will not yet fear because of the presence of
every adam and beast that is found in the Yahweh Elohiym.”
( Page 7 )
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31. Was smitten the flax and the barley: because future. As Yahweh gradually humbles the
the barley was in the ear, and the flax was in the mighty Mits’rayim, the news would be spread
bud.
abroad through all the land. Par’oh keeps on
double-dealing with Mosheh, and Yahweh
32. But the wheat and the rye were not smitten: keeps on hitting him harder and harder. Hail
because they were not grown up.
with fire mixed in? Who ever heard of such a
thing? Only Yahweh could do that. The land
33. And went forth Mosheh from the city from where Yis’rael lived in Goshen was exempt
Par’oh, and spread abroad his hands unto from all these occurrences, and clearly
Yahweh: and the thunders and the hail ceased, demonstrates the set-apart status of Yis’rael.
and the rain was not poured on the ground.
The wording in some places is a little
misleading, as to the livestock dying. All the
34. And when saw Par’oh that the rain and the livestock did not die, but there was death among
hail and the thunders ceased, he sinned even all the livestock. This is a hard passage to
more, and made heavy his heart, he and his translate, but is cleared up by verses 19 through
servants.
25, as remaining livestock was struck by hail if
it had not been brought indoors.
35. And strengthened was the heart of Par’oh,
and he would not let go the children of Yis’rael; Verse 6 - Yashar (Jasher) 80:25;
as had spoken Yahweh by the hand of Mosheh.
Verse 10 - Rev. 16:2; Yashar 80:27;

Chapter 9 Notes

Verse 16 - Rom. 9:17;

This chapter demonstrates the process by which
Verse 24 - Rev. 8:7; 16:21; Yashar 80:30
Yahweh is using Par’oh as a sign to all the
nations that Yis’rael will pass through in the
To be Continued

The Fall and Rise of Abraham’s House (Part 16)
By
Adam de Witt
again; as it is also written in the second psalm,
Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee.
And as concerning that he raised him up from
the dead, now no more to return to corruption,
he said on this wise, I will give you the sure
mercies of David.

A

CTS 13:16 THEN PAUL STOOD UP,
and beckoning with (his) hand said, Men
of Israel, and ye that fear God, give ear.
The God of this people of Israel chose our
fathers, and exalted the people when they dwelt
as strangers in the land of Egypt, and with an
high arm brought he them out of it.

Acts 21:28 Crying out, Men of Israel, help: This
is the man, that teacheth all (men) every where
against the people, and the law, and this place:
and further brought Greeks also into the temple,
and hath polluted this holy place.
Acts 28:20 For this cause therefore have I called
for you, to see (you), and to speak with (you):
because that for the hope of Israel I am bound
with this chain.

♦Rom 9:6 Not as though the word of God hath
taken none effect. For they (are) not all Israel,
Acts 13:33 God hath fulfilled the same unto which are of Israel:
us their children, in that he hath raised up Jesus
( Page 8 )
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2. Cor 3:7 But if the ministration of death,
written (and) engraven in stones, was glorious,
so that the children of Israel could not stedfastly
behold the face of Moses for the glory of his
countenance; which (glory) was to be done away:
2 Cor 3:13 And not as Moses, (which) put a Vail
over his face, that the children of Israel could
not steadfastly look to the end of that which is
abolished:
♦Gal 6:16 And as many as walk according to
this rule, peace (be) on them, and mercy, and
upon the Israel of God.
Rom 9:27 Esaias also crieth concerning Israel, ♦Eph 2:12 That at that time ye were without
Though the number of the children of Israel be Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of
as the sand of the sea, a remnant shall be saved: Israel, and strangers from the covenants of
promise, having no hope, and without God in the
Rom 9:31 But Israel, which followed after the world:
law of righteousness, hath not attained to the law
of righteousness.
Phil 3:5 Circumcised the eighth day, of the stock
of Israel, (of) the tribe of Benjamin, an Hebrew
Rom 10:1 Brethren, my heart’s want and prayer of the Hebrews; as touching the law, a Pharisee;
to God for Israel is, that they might be saved.
Heb 8:8 For finding fault with them, he saith,
♦Rom 10:19 But I say, Did not Israel know? Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, when 1
First Moses saith, I will provoke you to jealousy will make a new covenant with the house of
by (them that are) no people, (and) by a foolish
Israel and with the house of Judah:
nation I will anger you.
Not according to the covenant that I made with
Rom 10:21 But to Israel he saith, All day long
their fathers in the day when I took them by the
I have stretched forth my hands unto a
hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt;
disobedient and gainsaying people.
because they carried on not in my covenant, and
Rom 11:2 God hath not cast away his people I regarded them not, saith the Lord.
which he foreknew. Wot ye not what the
For this (is) the covenant that I will make with
scripture saith of Elias? how he maketh
the house of Israel after those days, saith the
intercession to God against Israel, saying,
Lord; I will put my laws into their mind, and
write them in their hearts: and I will be to them
Rom 11:7 What then? Israel hath not won that
a God, and they shall be to me a people.
which he seeketh for; but the election hath
obtained it, and the rest were blinded.
Heb 11:22 By faith Joseph, when he died, made
mention of the leaving of the children of Israel;
Rom 11:25 For I would not, brethren, that ye and gave commandment concerning his bones.
should be ignorant of this mystery, lest ye should
be wise in your own conceits; that blindness in Rev 2:14 But I have a few things against thee,
part is happened to Israel, until the fullness of because thou hast there them that hold the
the nations be come in. And so all Israel shall doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a
be saved: as it is written, There shall come out stumbling block before the children of Israel,
of Sion the Deliverer, and shall turn away to eat things sacrificed unto idols, and to carry
ungodliness from Jacob.
out fornication.
1. Cor 10:18 Behold Israel after the flesh: are Rev 7:4 And I heard the number of them which
not they which eat of the sacrifices partakers of were sealed: (and there were) sealed an hundred
the altar?
( Page 9 )
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(and) forty (and) four thousand of all the tribes 3. Jewish author Harry Golden wrote in 1967,
of the children of Israel.
“Isaiah the prophet wrote that the remnant of
Yahweh’s people would be found in the Islands
Rev 21:12 And had a wall great and high, (and) of the sea”
had twelve gates, and at the gates twelve angels,
and names written thereon, which are (the 4. Jewish Encyclopaedia Vol. 2, P 250 The
names) of the twelve tribes of the children of Sacae or Scythians (Saxons), are the lost ten
Israel:
tribes of Israel. (Note again the 10 tribe nonsense
and that it is a Jewish hearsay)
Jewish scholars know they themselves are not
Israelites, so as a safety valve, they try and hide Who is a liar, but he that denies Jesus is the
behind the lost ten tribe myth, and hope our folk Christ, ie the Jews and their proselytes. So, even
will welcome them as remnants of the 2 tribes.
But 2 Kings 17 shows that all 12 tribes were when they confess that Saxons are Israelites they
taken by the Assyrians, it was only three towns need to lie their way into the picture.
that could not be taken. (A deW)
Sorry, an Edomite is still an Edomite by any
THE PRESENT IDENTITY OF ISRAEL other name. Caucasia was where the 12 tribed
AS A FOLK
House of Israel had been in captivity. This is
where the word “Caucasian” we use today as a
Four quotes from Jewish sources may personally racial description began. The migrations towards
help those who have been led to believe that the the British Islands and Europe are well
word “Jews” always relates to Israelites, and documented.
who might be wondering where they fit in.
The Islands mentioned by Harry Golden can be
1. From Alfred M. Lilienthal’s book “What shown as being North and West of Palestine, ie.
Price Israel”. “Here’s a paradox: an the United Kingdom. The reader is likely to be
anthropological fact, many Christians have more Caucasian, Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, or Nordic, who
Hebrew-Israelite blood in their veins than their can be shown to be Israelites, apart from the
Jewish neighbours.”
white Japhethic and Edomic content-[Genesis
9:27 and 16:12], and the obvious outlanders,
2. The Jewish author Yair Davidy in his book who have moved in amongst them.
“The Tribes - Israelite Origins of Western
Peoples” [Foreword by Rabbi A. Field] tells in In the Divine foreknowledge, true Israelite
much detail that the Saxon folks are Israel, posterity holds the inherent ‘spirit’
though he pushes the Armstrong and British characteristics with which God purposed should
Israel line of the 10 tribes lost, the 2 tribes being be used to bring peace to the world and the
Jews and the Germans as Assyrians.
casting down of evil strongholds (namely the
triad) over our folk, under the righteous rule of
Jesus Christ.
At the start of the chapter it was noted; “The
Lord God of your fathers, the God of Abraham,
the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, hath sent
me unto you: this is my name forever, and this
is my memorial unto all generations.” (of
Abraham’s kin).
We can add: Isaiah 43:3- 7 "For I am the Lord
thy God, the Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour:...
Even every one that is called by my name: for I
The Ancient Goths
have created him for my glory, I have formed
The reality is that the Germans are mostly Judah him; yea, I have made him.”
and Gad (Goth is short for Gut-thiuda, Gad's
troops. Thiuda - troops, Thiuda - Teut - Duit - Rom 9:18 Therefore hath he mercy on whom
Deut; Deutsch-Troopfolk, namely of Gad). The he will {have mercy}, and whom he will he
hardeneth.
Jews today are in fact Assyrians.
( Page 10 )
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This Biblical discrimination or election and
Chapter 15
calling on the basis of race, as shown in the last
TO WHOM DOES GRACE
verse, is what the churches fight. This is why the
ABOUND
denominations still “find fault” and fight to stick
to their interpretation of the 19 out of 150 verses
Too many folks think that the ‘grace’ that was
bearing any of the words Abraham, Isaac, Jacob
given us allows us to get off free from correction.
and Israel.
Grace, like mercy, means kindness. It is a deed
of love. But the Bible points out who he that does
not correct his child hates his child. Paul asks,
Now that we are under grace (kindness) may
lawlessness abound?
He answers ‘God forbid’. Kindness is given as
a gift, the gift ought to be taken by returning the
favour by being kind to the giver.
How can we be kind to the giver? Jesus said, If
you love me, do my will. Obeying the Law does
not earn your salvation, but nor does faith.
Salvation is a free gift given to you. Salvation
was given by a stand-in-our-place lamb. King
Jesus, the Lamb, died instead of us, we were
lawless, not Jesus. Be washed (baptized)
because(for) you have been redeemed.
Baptizing or washing (does not mean dunking
as such) is done not to be saved but because
you’ve been saved, it’s an after the fact deed.
This is brought out in the law of the red heifer.

Lord Baal
When they pray and call upon the “Name of the
Lord”, in their minds they think of God being
the Baal (Lord] of all races as the false prophets
did on Mt. Carmel. But Elijah called upon the
God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and the fire
swallowed up the offering.
Hence Elijah teaching; teaching the
exclusiveness of Israel. Denominations put a
made-up meaning upon the word “Gentiles” and
hang onto “all the world” as meaning “all the
inhabited earth” rather than to the limitation of
“all the kosmos of Israel”. The word ‘world’ is
not oikoumene’! The church is called out of
Israel; that is, the huios = ‘sons’ of Israel are
called out of the teknon = ‘children’ of Israel.
The many of Israel are called, but few are chosen.

When a man was slain in the field but the
murderer was unknown, the elders of the nearest
town had to save the population of their town
from God’s anger, as the blood guilt fell upon
the town’s folk. To spare their lives a red (Edom)
heifer was killed instead, burnt, and the ashes
mixed in water and sprinkled over the folk (they
were not dunked).
The elders then washed their hands and claimed
the blood guilt to be upon the heifer and not on
the folk. They were saved not by the actual
sprinkling or hands-washing (baptized hands)
but rather by the slain heifer.

This pattern was repeated when Pontius Pilate
washed his hands. The red heifer law was a
fore-shadow of Jesus’ slaying. When Jesus was
slain, the blood of heifers was no longer needed
Hosea 2:16-17 [speaking of Israel] And it shall as He was it. It means we were saved regardless
be at that day, saith the LORD, that thou shalt of baptism.
call me Ishi; and shalt call me no more Balli. For
I will take away the names of Baalim out of her Baptism was needed to be a sign or ‘zion’ of the
mouth, and they shall no more be remembered New Covenant between the Israelites who said
by their name.
“He is King” and Jesus who became King when
( Page 11 )
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the sacrificial system of the Passover Age came When Jesus was slain, the blood of heifers was
to a close in AD 33.
no longer needed as He was it. It means we were
saved regardless of baptism. Baptism was
needed to be a sign or ‘zion’ of the New
The elders then washed their hands and claimed
Covenant between the Israelites who said “He is
the blood guilt to be upon the heifer and not on
King” and Jesus who became King when the
the folk. They were saved not by the actual
sacrificial system of the Passover Age came to
sprinkling or hands- washing (baptized hands)
a close in AD 33.
but rather by the slain heifer. This pattern was
repeated when Pontius Pilate washed his hands.
To be Continued
The red heifer law was a fore-shadow of Jesus’
slaying.

Harold Stough Notes
The Origin of the Council of Nicaea
Myth of The Lord Causing Canonical
Books to be Separated From the NonCanonical

T

HE SOURCE OF THIS IDEA AP- Philosophical Dictionary (English translation
PEARS IN A LATE NINTH-CENTU- here) under Councils (sec. I), he says:
RY GREEK MANUSCRIPT, NOW
CALLED THE SYNODICON VETUS, which
presents itself as an epitome of the decisions of
Greek councils up to that time (see pp. 2-4 here).
This MS was brought from Morea in the sixteenth century by Andreas Darmasius and was
bought, edited, and published by John Pappus in
1601 in Strasburg. I give the English translation
of the relevant section from the source, linked
above:
The council made manifest the canonical and
apocryphal books in the following manner:
Placing them by the side of the divine table in
the house of God, they prayed, entreating the
Lord that the divinely inspired books might be
found upon the table, and the spurious ones
underneath; and it so happened.

It was by an expedient nearly similar, that the
fathers of the same council distinguished the
authentic from the apocryphal books of Scripture. Having placed them altogether upon the
altar, the apocryphal books fell to the ground of
themselves. And a little later in sec. III, he adds:

According to the source, the church has its canon
because of a miracle that occurred at the Council
of Nicaea in which the Lord caused the canonical
books to stay on the table and the apocryphal or
spurious ones to be found underneath it.

We have already said, that in the supplement to
the Council of Nice it is related that the fathers,
being much perplexed to find out which were
the authentic and which the apocryphal books of
the Old and the New Testament, laid them all
upon an altar, and the books which they were to
From Pappus’s edition of the Synodicon Vetus, reject fell to the ground. What a pity that so fine
this quotation circulated and was cited (some- an ordeal has been lost!
times even as coming from Pappus himself, not
the Greek MS he edited!), and eventually found Earlier in his article, Voltaire had already menits way into the work of prominent thinkers such tioned that it was Constantine who convened the
as Voltaire (1694–1778). In volume 3 of his council. At the Council of Nicaea, therefore, the
( Page 12 )
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fathers distinguished the canonical from the UPDATE: it is possible to read Jerome’s words
in the preface to Judith, “But since the Nicene
apocryphal books by prayer and a miracle.
Council is considered (legitur lit. “is read”) to
have counted this book among the number of
sacred Scriptures, I have acquiesced to your
request (or should I say demand!),” as a reference to Nicaea discussing the scriptures, and
therefore the beginning of the myth.
I didn’t include it previously because it seems so
different in kind from the later myth, and there
could have been discussions about “scriptures,”
which would differ from a vote on the canonical
list and differ further still from the later miracle
story.

The publication of Synodicon Vetus by Pappus’s
edition in 1601 and the subsequent citing of the
miracle at Nicaea, especially by Voltaire (above)
in his Dictionary, appears to be the reason why
Dan Brown could narrate the events so colourfully and why many others continue to perpetuate this myth.

Since adopters of Nicene orthodoxy such as
Athanasius, Gregory of Nazianzus, and Hilary
of Poitiers do not include Judith in the canon, we
need to read Jerome not as referencing the canon
but the scriptures.

This interpretation is in line with fourth-century
biblical theory. How others read Jerome on this
point could have been different, and thus JerConclusion
ome’s statement, misunderstood, could be the
Thus this myth of the Council of Nicaea’s role departure for the later myth.
in the formation of the biblical canon was
promulgated over the years. Dan Brown did not I still have many questions about this conclusion.
invent it but certainly exploited it and perpetuat- For more on the Jerome prefaces to Judith and
ed it in this generation. Although the history of Tobit see the article by Ed Gallagher on the
the canon of scripture is a bit messy at junctures, question.
there is no evidence that it was established by a
The End OS23320
relative few Christian bishops and churches such
that convened at Nicaea in 325. Christians
discussed the canon’s boundaries long before
and after this council.

Russia To-Day (Extract From Bible Believers’
Newsletter 1207)
By Anthony Grigor-Scott

O

UR MAIN ARTICLE THIS WEEK
IS AN "OPEN LETTER TO
PRESIDENT PUTIN" of the Russian
Federation in which we discuss God's Word for
this hour. Please pray this will be an
encouragement and a blessing to President
Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, his Foreign
Minister Mr. Sergey Viktorovich Lavrov and the
members of Christ's end-time Bride wherever
they reside. It is all too clear that for the neo cons
in charge of US foreign policy, the goal has

always been a proxy war to bring down Russia.
This has not become a proxy war; it has always
been a proxy war. Clearly if Russia is 'too strong'
to be defeated in Ukraine, it is too strong to be
brought down as a superpower . . .
Russia's victory in Syria may be seen as the
failure of NATO, the greatest military force in
history. Many of Washington's vassal states will
break free "in the time of Jacob's
trouble" (Jeremiah 30:7) and support Russia as
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Jesus foretold (Revelation 17:11-18). Their
civilian leaders will likely remain mentally
oriented toward the West, while their military
leaders will turn more quickly toward Moscow
and Beijing, the new victors.
Operating out of the Wolfowitz Doctrine taken
from a 1992 position paper saying that since the
collapse of socialism in Eastern Europe, the US
must move towards complete global hegemony,
has been the source of a systematic downturn in
the status of Washington on the international
scene. These same policies since the second
Bush administration during the 2001-2009
period have resulted in the further
impoverishment of the working class and the
oppressed within the capitalist states.
So-called Western democracies are elected
dictatorships serving the international usurers of
the City of London. Commonsense tells one that
Hegelian party politics represent two arms of
usury. Presidents, Prime Ministers, Health
Ministers and other elected offices behind the
Covid hoax in Australia and worldwide
mandated the inoculation of diseases by
toxic faux vaccines, squandered national treasure
to borrow and bankrupt, de-industrialise and
depopulate a nation. Characterless men and
women, servile puppets of the WEF, UN,
billionaire 'philanthropists' and eugenicists
aiming for position in Lucifer's world
government that Jesus declined two thousand
year ago (Matthew 4:8-9).

A Map Showing the Present-day Definition
of the Donbas within Ukraine
Washington overthrew the Ukrainian
government in 2014, Washington installed a
Nazi government. The Nazi government in
Ukraine shelled the Russian residents of the two
break-away Donbass republics for 8 years while
Washington and NATO trained and equipped a
Ukrainian army to retake the breakaway
republics.

The Donbass region, always a part of Russia,
was put into the Ukrainian province of the Soviet
Union by the Soviet government for
administrative or other reasons, as was Crimea
by Khrushchev in the 1950’s. When the US
overthrew the Ukrainian government and
installed an anti-Russian government, the
residents of Crimea and Donbass, being
This Newsletter serves those of like precious Russians, broke away and voted overwhelmingly
faith. Whoever will receive the truth is welcome to be reunited with Russia.
to feed their soul from the waters of the River of
Life. Everything here presented should be The Kremlin accepted Crimea but made the
strategic blunder of rejecting Donbass, thus
confirmed personally in your own Bible.
resulting in the extreme murder and torture of
How Many More Red Lines Can Be Donbass Russians for 8 years before the Kremlin
Crossed before Armageddon Arrives? was forced to intervene by Russian public
opinion and by the appearance of a 150,000
American-trained
Ukrainian army and Nazi
June 5, 2022 — The Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe published on April militias on the Donbass border. It is this army
15, 2016, more than six years ago, a report on and Nazi militias that the Russian army has
the torture of Donbass Russians by the Ukrainian been exterminating in Donbass during the last
military and police forces. The report documents several months. The Western media reports of
horrendous torture and it was done out of racial Ukrainian victories show the total absence of
hatred of Russians. You can read the report here. integrity and respect for truth that damns
Western journalism.
Few Westerners, being so poorly educated,
are aware that Western Ukraine fought for The extreme torture of the Russian residents
Nazi Germany during World War II. When of Donbass has been supported by three US
( Page 14 )
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presidents, all European states, and the in which the United States are sending them
entirety of the whore Western media, a force us to come up with some global
collection of despicable scum.
conclusions. Perhaps it's time to acknowledge
that maybe Russia's special operation in Ukraine
Instead of reporting the truth, the scum Western has come to an end, in a sense that a real war has
media reported fake news of rapes and looting started: WWIII. We're forced to conduct the
by Russian soldiers, the most disciplined army demilitarization not only of Ukraine, but of the
in the world. The Ukrainians, or perhaps the entire NATO alliance."
CIA, have been exposed filming fake battle
scenes in which allegedly Russian troops are Vladimir Avatkov, from the Diplomatic
shown fleeing from combat.
Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
said: "You mentioned WWIII and the way
The filming is so sloppy that the director's Americans and Poles are acting on the territory
instructions for the staged act are included and of Ukraine—indeed, we need to remember the
the film crew is itself filmed, indicating that it is words of Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, who
a film production and that there is no danger in said that anyone who tries to interfere in the
the situation.
special military operation will pay a heavy
price."
As horrendous as it is that the "free West"
underwrites and diplomatically supports torture Skabeeva interrupted: "We never forget about
of Russians by Ukrainians while the despicable these words of Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin,
Western media covers it up, this horror pales in but a great number of people are already standing
significance compared to the extraordinary in line, trying to interfere in Russia's special
decision of the White House Idiot to place in operation on the territory of Ukraine. Turns out,
Ukraine's hands missiles capable of hitting we have to act—but we're yet to figure out how
targets in Crimea, the traditional home of we can act without conducting a nuclear strike."
Russia's Black Sea naval base.
Washington has said that Washington won't be
operating the missiles and is relying on Ukraine's
assurance that they won't be used to attack
Russian territory. But Ukraine doesn't regard
Crimea as Russian territory. Neither does
Washington's "world community." The "world
community" doesn't acknowledge the Crimean
vote for reunification with Russia. Officially for
the West, Crimea is part of Ukraine.
So Ukraine can use Biden's missiles to attack the
Russian naval base in Crimea–-the Biden Idiot
and his neo-conservative controllers have turned
over to Zelensky, a Jew allied with Nazis, the
decision whether there will be Armageddon––
Putin's humanity, his toleration of provocations,
his reluctance to use force has encouraged the
West to press harder. Sooner or later a red line
is going to be crossed from which there is no
recovery. Full story.

Just the other day, one prominent Russian
politician openly talked about destroying both
coasts of the United States with Sarmat
intercontinental ballistic missiles (above)–fellow MP and Russian-state mouthpiece
Yevgeny Popov–– claimed that two of
Russia's Sarmat missiles would destroy the
entirety of America's east coast— before adding
it would take just "two missiles for the west
coast" as well. "Four missiles and there'll be
nothing left." Full story.

Comment: On Russian television, the state TV
show 60 Minutes, host Olga Skabeeva
announced: "I have some unpleasant news–– we
are methodically destroying the weapons that are
being delivered [to Ukraine], but the quantities
( Page 15 )
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The Invisible Rainbow (Part 2)
Porphyrins and The Basis of Life
By Arthur Firstenburg
It was not until another century had passed, in
the early 1990’s, that Dr. William E. Morton,
professor of occupational and environmental
medicine at Oregon Health Sciences University,
realized that because ordinary synthetic
chemicals were far more widespread in the
modern environment than pharmaceuticals, they
had to be the most common triggers of porphyric
attacks.
Morton proposed that the controversial disease
called multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) was
Porphyria Disease
in most cases identical with one or more forms
of porphyria. And when he began testing his
MCS patients he found that, indeed, 90 percent
HE ENZYMES OF THE HEME of them were deficient in one or more porphyrin
PATHWAY ARE AMONG THE enzymes.
MOST SENSITIVE ELEMENTS OF
THE BODY to environmental toxins. Porphyria, He then investigated a number of their family
therefore, is a response to environmental trees, looking for the same trait, and succeeded
pollution and was indeed extremely rare in an in demonstrating a genetic basis for MCS—
unpolluted World.
something no one had attempted before because
MCS had never before been connected to a
Except for one severe, disfiguring congenital testable biological marker.
form, of which only a few hundred cases are
known in the world, porphyrin enzyme Morton also found that most people with
deficiencies do not normally cause disease at all. electrical sensitivity had porphyrin enzyme
Human beings are genetically diverse, and in deficiencies, and that electrical and chemical
times past most people with relatively lower sensitivities appeared to be manifestations of the
levels of one or more porphyrin enzymes were same disease.
simply more sensitive to their environment.
Porphyria, Morton showed, is not the extremely
In an unpolluted world this was a survival rare illness it is currently thought to be, but has
advantage, allowing the possessors of this trait to affect at least five to ten percent of the world’s
to easily avoid places and things that might do population.
them harm. But in a world in which toxic
chemicals are inescapable, the porphyrin Morton was courageous, because the rarepathway is to some degree always stressed, and disease world of porphyria had come to be
only those with high enough enzyme levels dominated by a handful of clinicians who
tolerate the pollution well. Sensitivity has controlled virtually all research and scholarship
become a curse.
in their small, inbred field. They tended to
diagnose porphyria only during acute attacks
Because of the way it was discovered, and the with severe neurological symptoms and to
lack of synthetic chemicals in the environment exclude cases of milder, smouldering illness.
at that time, porphyria became known as a rare
disease that was triggered in genetically They generally would not make the diagnosis
susceptible people by certain drugs, such as unless porphyrin excretion in urine or stool was
sulfonal and barbiturates, which these patients at least five to ten times normal. “This makes no
had to avoid.
sense,” wrote Morton in 1995, “and would be

T
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analogous to restricting the diagnosis of diabetes
mellitus to those who have ketoacidosis or
restricting the diagnosis of coronary artery
disease to those who have myocardial infarction.”
The higher numbers reported by Morton agree
with the numbers reported over a century ago—
the proportion of the population that became ill
when they took the sleeping medication sulfonal.
They are consistent with the finding, in the
1960’s, of “mauve factor,” a lavender-staining
chemical, not only in the urine of patients
diagnosed with porphyria, but in the urine of five
to ten percent of the general population.
Mauve factor was eventually identified as a
breakdown product of porphobilinogen, one of
the porphyrin precursors.
Morton also found, in agreement with recent
reports from England, the Netherlands,
Albert Szent-Györgyi, M.D., Ph.D.
Germany, and Russia, that persistent neurological
(1893-1986)
problems occur during the chronic, smouldering
phase of every type of porphyria—even those world’s greatest geniuses in the field of
types which were previously supposed to cause biochemistry. In 1929 he discovered Vitamin C,
only skin lesions.
and during the next few years he worked out
most of the steps in cellular respiration, a system
Hans Günther, the German doctor who, in 1911, now known as the Krebs cycle. For these two
gave porphyria its name, stated that “such discoveries he was awarded the Nobel Prize in
individuals are neuro-pathic and suffer from Physiology or Medicine in 1937.
insomnia and nervous irritability.” Morton has
brought us back to the original view of He then spent the next two decades figuring out
porphyria: it is not only a fairly common disease how muscles function. After emigrating to the
but exists most often in a chronic form with United States and settling at Woods Hole,
comparatively mild symptoms.
Massachusetts, he received the Albert Lasker
Award of the American Heart Association in
And its principal cause is the synthetic chemicals 1954 for his work on muscles.
and electromagnetic fields that pollute our
modern environment.
But perhaps his greatest insight is one for which
he is least known, although he devoted almost
Porphyrins are central to our story not only half his life to the subject. For on March 12,
because of a disease named porphyria, which 1941, in a lecture delivered in Budapest, he
affects a few percent of the population, but boldly stood up before his peers and suggested
because of the part porphyrins play in the to them that the discipline of biochemistry was
modern epidemics of heart disease, cancer, and obsolete and should be brought into the twentieth
diabetes, which affect half the world, and century.
because their very existence is a reminder of the
role of electricity in life itself, a role which a few Living organisms, he told them, were not simply
courageous scientists have slowly elucidated.
bags of water in which molecules floated like
As a child, Albert Szent-Györgyi (pronounced
approximately like “Saint Georgie”) hated books
and needed a tutor’s help to pass his exams. But
later, having graduated from Budapest Medical
School in 1917, he went on to become one of the

tiny billiard balls, forming chemical bonds with
other billiard balls with which they happened to
collide. Quantum theory, he said, had made such
old ideas invalid; biologists needed to study solid
state physics. In his own specialty, although he
had worked out the structures of the molecules
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involved in muscular contraction, he could not
begin to fathom why they had those particular
structures, nor how the molecules communicated
with one another to coordinate their activities.

living things. Thousands of radio stations
blanketed the very air with electromagnetic
oscillations that one could not avoid. Skin and
bones, nerves and muscles were not allowed to
be influenced by them. Proteins were not
He saw such unsolved problems everywhere he permitted to be semiconductors. The threat to
looked in biology. “One of my difficulties within industry, economics, and modern culture would
protein chemistry,” he bluntly told his be too great.
colleagues, “was that I could not imagine how
such a protein molecule can ‘live.’ Even the most
involved protein structural formula looks
‘stupid,’ if I may say so.”
The phenomena that had forced Szent-Györgyi
to face these questions were the porphyrin-based
systems of life. He pointed out that in plants,
2,500 chlorophyll molecules form a single
functional unit, and that in dim light at least
1,000 chlorophyll molecules have to cooperate
simultaneously in order to split one molecule of
carbon dioxide and create one molecule of
oxygen.
He spoke about the “enzymes of oxidation”—the
cytochromes in our cells —and wondered, again,
how the prevailing model could be correct. How
could a whole series of large protein molecules
be arranged geometrically so that electrons could
wander directly from one to the other in a precise
sequence? “Even if we could devise such an
arrangement,” he said, “it would still be
incomprehensible how the energy liberated by
the passing of an electron from one substance to
the other, viz., from one iron atom to the other,
could do anything useful.”
Szent-Györgyi proposed that organisms are alive
because thousands of molecules form single
systems with shared energy levels, such as
physicists were describing in crystals. Electrons
don’t have to pass directly from one molecule to
another, he said; instead of being attached to only
one or two atoms, electrons are mobile, belong
to the whole system, and transmit energy and
information over large distances. In other words,
the stuff of life is not billiard balls but liquid
crystals and semiconductors.
Szent-Györgyi’s sin was not that he was
incorrect. He wasn’t. It was his failure to respect
the old animosity. Electricity and life were long
divorced; the industrial revolution had been
running full bore for a century and a half.
Millions of miles of electric wires clothed the
earth, exhaling electric fields that permeated all

So biochemists continued to think of proteins,
lipids, and DNA as though they were little
marbles drifting in a watery solution and
colliding with one another at random. They even
thought of the nervous system this way. When
forced to, they admitted parts of quantum theory,
but only on a limited basis.
Biological molecules were still only permitted
to interact with their immediate neighbours, not
to act at a distance. It was okay to acknowledge
modern physics only that much, like opening a
small hole in a dam for knowledge to leak
through one drop at a time, while the main
structure is reinforced lest a flood demolish it.
Old knowledge about chemical bonds and
enzymes in a water solution must now coexist
with new models of electron transport chains. It
was `necessary to invent these to explain
phenomena that were most central to life:
photosynthesis and respiration.
Large porphyrin-containing protein molecules
no longer had to move and physically interact
with one another in order for anything useful to
happen. These molecules could stay put and
electrons could shuttle between them instead.
Biochemistry was becoming that much more
alive. But it still had a long way to go. For even
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in the new models, electrons were constrained Organisms were still pictured essentially as bags
to move only, like little messenger boys, between of water containing very complex solutions of
one protein molecule and its immediate chemicals.
neighbour. They could cross the street, so to
speak, but they couldn’t travel down a highway
To Be Continued
to a distant town.

Company or Corporation no exceptions. e.g.
John DOE or Doe: JANE

The 911 of the Middle Ages –
Important Information
You Must Know
The Planned Great Fire of London in 1666
Enabled The Cestui Que Vie Act to be Passed,
declaring all lost at sea and therefore dead.
Thereby Most of the World would eventually
become enslaved to the City of London.
A brief Look at the far reaching implications of
this dastardly Act with hints on how to break the
shackles:
London in 1666, during the black plague and
great fires of London, Parliament enacted an act
behind closed doors, called Cestui Que Vie Act
1666.
The act being debated was to subrogate the rights
of men and women, meaning all men and women
were declared dead, lost at sea/beyond the sea.
(back then operating in Admiralty law, the law
of the sea, so lost at sea).
The state (London) took custody of everybody
and their property into a trust. The state became
the trustee/husband holding all titles to the
people and property, until a living man comes
back to reclaim those titles, he can also claim
damages.

1) CESTUI QUE TRUST: (pronounced
setakay) common term in New Zealand
and Australia
2) STRAWMAN: common term in
United States of America or Canada
These are the legal entity/fiction created and
owned by the Government whom created it. It is
like owning a share in the Stock Market, you
may own a share… but it is still a share of the
Stock.
Legally, we are considered to be a fiction, a
concept or idea expressed as a name, a symbol.
That legal person has no consciousness; it is a
juristic person, ENS LEGIS, a name/word written on a piece of paper. This traces back to 1666,
London is an Independent, City, State, just like
Vatican is an Independent City State, just like
Washington, DC is an Independent City State.
The Crown is an unincorporated association.
Why unincorporated? It’s private. The temple
bar is in London, every lawyer called to the “bar”
swears allegiance to the temple bar. You can’t
get called without swearing this allegiance.

Our only way out is to reclaim your dead entity
When CAPITAL letters are used anywhere in a (strawman) that the Crown created, become the
name this always refers to a legal entity/fiction, executor and then collapse the called Cestui Que
Vie trust and forgive yourself of your debts and
( Page 19 )
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then remove yourself from the admiralty law that commerce and to accept the benefits provided
holds you in custody.
by state. We have to understand who we are as
men and women and how we can relate in the
When London burned, the subrogation of men’s system. The City of London is a centre for
and women’s rights occurred. The responsible markets, where merchants work. Then there is
act passed… CQV act 1666 meant all men and Mercantile Law. It comes from Admiralty Law.
women of UK were declared dead and lost Look at the symbols in your City Courts that
beyond the seas. The state took everybody and relate to Admiralty.
everybody’s property into trust. The state takes
control until a living man or woman comes back So where you have commerce and money, you
and claims their titles by proving they are alive also have “justice” and “injury”. You need to
and claims for damages can be made.
understand the bankruptcy before you can understand the judiciary. We have accepted the claim
This is why you always need representation to accept the summons, yet ONLY the dead can
when involved in legal matters, because you’re be summoned. There is an obligation to accept
dead. The legal fiction is a construct on paper, any liability which has been created.
an estate in trust. When you get a bill or summons from court it is always in capital letters,
We Are Operating in Admiralty
similar to tomb stones in grave yards. Capital
letters signify death. They are writing to the dead A not guilty plea, or ANY plea admits jurisdiclegal fiction. A legal fiction was created when tion. The strawman, aka legal fiction is always
someone informed the government that there guilty. Barristers and solicitors make a living out
was a new vessel in town, based upon your birth. of creating controversy. By creating a controversy you become liable for the case.
Birth Certificates are issued to us by the Doc.
just as ships are given berth
Honour and Dishonour
Certificates at the Dock. It’s
about commerce. We come To remain in honour you have to accept a claim
from our mothers waters. and settle (discharge) it. Then you add condiYour mother has a birth ca- tions, ie. “I accept on proof of claim and proof
nal just like a ship. The ship of loss”. This gives the liability back to them.
moves by the sea current just The legal fiction is always guilty.
as we are able to move by
the currency.
Only in the High Court, can the real man or
All this information relates to how the general
public are still legally tied through Maritime
Admiralty Law. Through this ancient legal
construct we can be easily controlled and duped.
Learning about your legal fiction helps you to
unlock yourself. Otherwise you are just an empty
vessel floating on the sea of commerce. Parents
are tricked into registering the birth of their
babies.

woman appear. Games are played on courts,
hence the name ‘court’. It is a game with actors
(acting on acts). It has to be treated as a game
and just business. Court room dramas are misinformation.

In the public, we’re operating in bankruptcy and
you receive benefits. It takes a lot of time, effort
and study to understand and use these tools. You
have to be prepared to go fully through the
process, get the right tool out of your toolbox at
In about 1837, the Births, Deaths and Marriages the right time.
act was formed in UK and the post of registrar
general was established. His job was to collect
People need to learn how to act as a
all the data from the churches which held the
creation of God rather
records of birth.
than a creation of Man!.

Regis from Queen or Crown
All people are seen to be in custody of,” The
Crown”. This allows people to function in
( Page 20 )
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What Doctors Say about Drinking Distilled Water
(From Our Health Correspondent)
chemicals (and minerals from tap water) into our
bodies.”
“When distilled water enters the body, it leaves
no residue of any kind. It is free of salts and
sodium. It is the most perfect water for the
healthy functioning of the kidneys(83% water).
It is the perfect liquid for the blood(83% water),
the ideal liquid for the efficient functioning of
the lungs(86% water), stomach, liver(85%
water) and other vital organs. Why? Because it
is free of all inorganic minerals.

T

HERE ARE A LOT OF LIES AND
DECEPTION
ABOUT
THE
HEALTH
OF
DRINKING
DISTILLED WATER, such as, it strips
minerals from the body and may cause death.
What Is the Truth?

It is so pure that all liquid drug prescriptions are
formulated with distilled water. Dr. Paul Bragg,
N.D. Ph.T., from his book: “The Shocking Truth
About Water”
____________________

Here is what Dr. Allen Banik says…

Here is what Dr. James Balch says…

“Distilled water is the greatest solvent on earth. “There is only one water, and that is clean, steam
(It is) the only water that can be taken into the distilled water. No other substance on our planet
does so much to keep us healthy and get us well
body without damage to the tissues.
as water does.” Dietary Wellness; 1993 Dr.
What we as scientists and the public have never James Balch, M.D.
____________________
realized is that minerals collected in the body
from water are all inorganic minerals, which
cannot be assimilated (digested) by the body. Here is what Dr. C.W. DeLacy Evans
The only minerals that the body can utilize are says…
the organic minerals (from fruits and
vegetables). All other types of minerals are “Used as a drink, distilled water is absorbed
foreign substances to the body and must be directly into the blood, the solvent properties of
disposed of or eliminated.
which it increases to such an extent that it will
keep in solution salts already existing in the
Today, many progressive doctors prescribe blood, prevent their undue deposit in various
distilled water to their patients. All kidney organs and structures, favour their elimination
machines operate on distilled water.” – Allen E. by the various excreta, and tend to remove these
Banik, M.D. Author, “The Choice is Clear”
earthy compounds which have already
____________________
accumulated in the body . . .
There is no doubt as to the high value of distilled
Here is what Dr. Paul Bragg says
water used freely as a retarder of the ossifying
conditions which appear to constitute the
“The greatest damage done by inorganic condition of old age.”
minerals (hard water)—plus waxy cholesterol
and salt—is to the small arteries and other blood —C. W. DeLacy Evans, M.D., in his book, How
vessels of the brain (75% water). Hardening of To Prolong Life.
the arteries and calcification of blood vessels
____________________
starts on the day you start taking inorganic
( Page 21 )
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Here is what Dr. Teofilio de la Torre
says…
“Instead of drinking the hard water of springs or
the chlorinated water of the cities, it will be to
our advantage to drink distilled water . . . to
prevent calcification of the body.”
____________________

Here is what Dr. Charles McFerrin
says…
“Distilled water is ’empty’ water – a hungry
water, a water capable of absorbing body
poisons. You have had the experience of trying
to use an old post office blotter on the desk.
Everybody had used it and it is so full of ink that
it will not suck up any more. So it is with a ‘full’
water, a water full of chlorine, aluminum, etc.
Such water does not have the capacity of
absorbing body impurities.” —Dr. Charles
McFerrin, writing in the July 1955 issue of
Nature’s Path
____________________

Here is what Dr. Alexander Graham
Bell says…
Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, inventor of the
telephone, recognized the health value of
distilled water, and claimed that its daily use
prolonged his life. Afflicted and bed-ridden with
sciatica, Dr. Bell could find no relief for the pain.
The attack came just as he was investigating the
deposit of salts in the human system.
A well-known scientist had written a book in
which he said that old age came from such
deposits, and that the ills of advanced years were
due to the lack of their elimination. He believed
that when such deposits went to the joints, man
had rheumatism. When they went to the kidneys,
he had kidney trouble and stones in the urinary
organs; and when they lodged in the arteries,
they produced what is called hardening of the
arteries. In the same way when such deposits
coated the nerves, they caused sciatica.
Dr. Bell wrote: “I knew that distilled water was
pure. I thought that if I drank plenty of it, I could
get rid of some of the salts that were covering
my sciatic nerves. I tried drinking it and it
worked like a charm. I have kept up my drinking
of distilled water and I attribute my almost

perfect health largely to it.” —Dr. Alexander
Graham Bell (Above)
____________________

Here is what Dr.
Flinchbaught says…

Robert

W.

“The evidence that distilled water acts as a
solvent within the body, dissolving the inorganic
mineral deposits, is very important. A growing
body of evidence suggests that distilled water
dissolves and removes these disease – causing
minerals and flushes out the hundreds of
dangerous chemicals that have been taken into
the body as well. Distilled water is not only free
from pollutants, but it apparently helps remove
them as well from the cells of the body, thus
purifying the body so that it can function as it
should. —Dr. Robert W. Flinchbaught, from
“Pure Water is Life”
____________________

Here is what Dr. David C. Kennedy says
“Even tap water invariably contains a variety of
poisons such as chlorine, chloramine, asbestos,
pesticides, fluoride, copper, mercury, and lead.
The best way to remove all these contaminants
is by distilling.” —David C. Kennedy, D.D.S.:
‘How To Save Your Teeth: Toxic-Free
Preventative Dentistry’
____________________

Here is what Dr. Robert D. Willix, Jr.
Says
“If you decide on bottled water, make sure it’s
distilled, (however), in the long run you’ll save
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money if you clean your water at home. It’s more
convenient than hauling gallon jugs from the
store. The ‘gold standard’ for purifying your
water is a system that distills your water and
filters it. You have the comfort of knowing there
is no chlorine, fluoride, bacteria, viruses,
pesticides, or lead. You get nothing but H2O.”
—Robert D. Willix, Jr., M.D.:’Maximum Health’
____________________

diseases resulting from poisons in the intestinal
tract. These (hard minerals) pass from the
intestinal walls and get into the lymphatic
system, which delivers all of its products to the
blood, which in turn, distributes to all parts of
the body. This is the cause of much human
disease.” —Dr. Charles Mayo of the Mayo Clinic
____________________

Here is what Dr. Peter A. Lodewick
Here is what Dr. John Yiamoyuiannis says…
says…
“The only type of water that seems to be fit for
consumption is distilled water, which is water
that is absolutely free of any minerals or
chemicals. Distilled water is made pure by first
being heated to the point of vaporization, so that
all of the ‘impurities’ are left behind. Then, the
John Yiamoyuiannis, Ph.D.:’Fluoride: The water vapor is condensed. The process results in
Aging Factor’
water that is in its purest form. Distillation is the
____________________
single most effective method of water
purification.” —Peter A. Lodewick, M.D.:’A
Here is what Dr. Charles Mayo says… Diabetic Doctor Looks at Diabetes’”
“The home distiller is the best method and also
the best way to get distilled water. It is the only
reliable home water purification for taking
fluoride out of the water.”—

The End OS23316

“Water hardness (inorganic minerals in solution)
is the underlying cause of many, if not all, of the

Forgotten History - Assassination of Ralph Cairns
From Our West Midlands Correspondent

R

A L P H
CAIRNS
WAS
A
B R I T I S H
P O L I C E
OFFICER
who
was the commander
of the Palestine
police
criminal
investigation
department until he
was assassinated by
Irgun in 1939.

Rumours and propaganda spread throughout the
Zionist communities calling for Cairns’ assassination after his promotion to inspector. Cairns’
colleague had the same role within the police but
in a different location to him, his name was
Ronald Barker.

In April he investigated the deaths of two
civilians and two British Police officers who
were murdered in a bomb attack on a train .

Both Cairns and Barker
(Left) were jointly assassinated by a landmine planted by Irgun
on the 26th of August
1939.

Cairns left behind a
pregnant fiancée at the
time of his death who
Cairns managed to break through to the commuheld a memorial every
nity and traced this attack back to Avraham Stern year on the anniversary of his death up until she
whom at the time was still a member of Irgun. passed in 2001.
(Who would later set up the Irish IRA) This,
however, was the first time Sterns name had
The End
come to the attention of the Police.
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Letters and Views
government pushed the largest vaccine ‘fear’
campaign in history. They used the human
population as a research and development lab to
field test experimental vaccines.
Tens of millions of civilians died in the same
manner as did the soldiers.
Instead of stopping the vaccines, doctors
intensified them, calling it the great “Spanish Flu
of 1918”. As a result, Only the Vaccinated Died.
Sounds familiar? Let’s hope history does not
repeat itself! Yours truly, Malcolm Parker, Loe,
Cornwall. UK.
____________________
Sir____, Some observations on the so-called
Spanish Flu:

Spanish Flu

Guns

The ‘Spanish Flu’ of 1918, did not actually
originate in Spain. Spain was simply the first
country to report on it.
Sir___, The recent gun false flag shooting
In preparation for WWI, a massive military atrocities in the USA, is summed up perfectly
vaccination experiment involving numerous in the above cartoon. Yours truly, David, UK.
prior developed vaccines took place in Fort
____________________
Riley, Kansas- where the first “Spanish Flu” case
was reported.

Atmospheric Spraying and 5GHz WiFi Disrupting Oxygen
industry,

The fledgling pharmaceutical
sponsored by the ‘Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research’, had something they never
had before – a large supply of human test
subjects. Supplied by the U.S. military’s first
draft, the test pool of subjects ballooned to over
6 million men.

Autopsies after the war proved that the 1918 flu
was NOT a ‘flu’ at all. It was caused by random
dosages of an experimental ‘bacterial meningitis
vaccine’, which to this day, mimics flu-like
symptoms. Fearing that soldiers coming home
would spread diseases to their families, the U.S.

Sir____, I came across an interesting letter a
reader has written to the Exposé, describing how
he overcame lethargy which he believes was
caused by particulates from atmospheric
spraying in combination with 5GHz Wi-Fi. See
below:I’m contacting you because I think I’ve made an
important discovery which I’d like to share. It’s
not quite on topic for your website but certainly
part of the same anti-human conspiracy. That is
of possible interaction happening between some
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chemicals used in atmospheric aerosol spraying awake. Anyone living in an area that’s subjected
and 5GHz Wi-Fi radiation.
to aerosol sprayings and experiencing the
symptoms I described should notice almost
instant relief after shutting off 5GHz and benefit
immensely from it.

Ever since a major geo-engineering aerosol
spraying (with clear weather/climate effects)
over my town of residence, I’ve been feeling
very lethargic, apathetic and powerless. It’s been
like the air got harder to breathe and I’ve had to
open several windows or else it’s felt like I was
going to choke.

I’m also thinking that possibly some of the
increased illness can be attributed to this, in
addition to the vax, as oxygen deprivation
weakens the immune system. I’m sure it causes
lots of other health problems as well, though I
don’t know specifics. I certainly was feeling
weaker than I ever had and had terrible
headaches as well. Now no More Lethargy,
Yours truly, Weaver, Sweden
____________________

I did figure it was due to the spraying but now
I’ve figured out that there’s more to the story.
You see, I got the idea that perhaps Wi-Fi is
unhealthy and to test I turned off the higher
frequency, 5GHz, signal. Almost right away I
began feeling more alert, energised and
motivated. It started feeling easier to breathe as
well.
I told someone else about it as well and was
allowed to turn off her 5GHz Wi-Fi signal to test.
She then experienced the same as I did, that it
got easier to breathe. Before shutting it off it was
stuffy even with the balcony door open, after it
became airy even with it closed.

Posted by John Daniels
____________________

Letter to MP Re UK Interference

So, what I figure is that something in the aerosol
In The Ukraine
spray must be interacting with 5GHz radio
signals and distorting or in some other way This Kingdom is sending longer range missiles
harming the oxygen.
to Ukraine with the stated aim of pushing the
Russian navy out of the Black sea. President
I’m sure it’s not a placebo effect as these two Putin has said if that happens he will take out
days since shutting off 5GHz I’ve gotten more British cities.
done than I did in over a month before. It’s like
a night and day difference. As well, as I wrote With modern propulsion systems and more
above, another person experienced it the same. powerful conventional explosives the damage
Thanks for all your hard work in informing and
raising awareness. It’s thanks to people like you
that we might still stand a chance. Anyway, I
hope you find this interesting and useful. To me,
it seems like a truly vital piece of info to share.

and loss of life will be astronomical. Unlike you
I was alive in WWII and a V1 took out the house
we lived in and a lot of the Road.

For Guy Fawkes night we built our bomb fires
where a complete street had been, where people
had lived and died in the hundreds. Has the
Also, it may be a good way to jolt people awake, government even thought about the damage and
since the results are evident even to those not death Russian conventionally armed missiles can
( Page 25 )
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and will cause extensive damage, I require
government estimates of the extent of the
damage and the predicted loss of life and serious
injury? I for one would not play poker with
President Putin he will not loose. Yours truly,
Albert Burgess.

Coming to America…….‘This is Africa’: Two
Thousand-Strong Mob Sexually Assault Girls
and Cause Havoc in Italian Lakefront Towns.

A mob of an estimated two thousand or so young
men, mostly from migrant backgrounds
according to reports, terrorised towns along with
Comment
Lake Garda in northern Italy, with reports of
If Putin is threatening UK cities, I have no wish women being sexually assaulted, shop windows
to see that happen but it would be the only thing smashed and police attacked.
that would get UK politicians’ attention.
The incidents took place last Thursday between
They are otherwise not listening to anyone or the towns of Peschiera and Castelnuovo along
Lake Garda and saw the mob of youths, mostly
anything. Rex.
aged between 16 and 20 with some as young as
____________________
12, harass and cause havoc. Some were claimed
to have shouted during the rampage, “We came
to reconquer Peschiera. This is our territory,
Africa must come here.” Yours truly, KH. West
Midlands, UK.
____________________

Guns Dangerous?

‘This is Africa': Mob Sexually Assault Girls,
Cause Havoc in Italian Towns
Sir___,: This is Africa': Mob Sexually Assault
Girls, Cause Havoc in Italian Towns.
1. Eleven teens die each day because of texting
A wonderful reader--thanks DH--sent this while driving. Maybe it’s time to raise the age
Breitbart article to me.
of “smartphone” ownership to 21.
We saw something like this in Germany, or 2. If gun control laws actually worked, Chicago
maybe some Scandinavian country, a few years would be Mayberry, USA.
ago.
Obviously something like this is highly
organized and I think it's overall intent is to test
the waters and see if the native people in Italy
are strong-willed enough to stand up to them.
Considering that Italy has allowed all kinds of
"poor, pitiful refugees" into their country over
the last decade, I'm doubtful the Italians will
stand up against this--I hope I'm wrong, I just
don't see it happening. After all, they don't want
to be called...… raaaaaacists by the JMSM and
woke culture that has captured not just Italy but
most of Europe.

3. The Second Amendment makes more women
equal than the entire feminist movement.
4. Legal gun owners have about 300 million guns
and probably 2 trillion rounds of ammo.
Seriously, folks, if we were the problem, you’d
know it.
5. When JFK was killed, nobody blamed the rifle.
6. The NRA (National Rifle Association)
murders 0 people and receives $0 in government
funds. Planned Parenthood kills 350,000 babies
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every year and receives $500,000,000 from stuff and by Christmas and into the New Year
taxpayers annually.
the CCP will have collapsed. Yours truly,
Agricola, Legion VIIII Hispana.
7. I have no problem with vigorous background
____________________
checks when it comes to firearms. While we’re
at it, let’s do the same when it comes to
immigration, Voter ID, and candidates running
for office.
8. Folks keep talking about another Civil War.
One side knows how to shoot and probably has
a trillion rounds. The other side has crying
closets and is confused about which bathroom
to use. Now tell me, how do you think that would
end?
Posted by Paul, Southern England. UK.
____________________

Russia and The West
The Clown Show Continues
Like I keep saying even I as a trained strategist
make mistakes but my main thrust is now being
proved daily. Putin and Russia are now top of
the world power food chain. As I stated two
years ago, we are seeing a slow burn Cannae
strategy that has now destroyed the West and the
Globalists, now exposed for the simple human
haters and gangsters they are– ChristianityRussian Orthodox will flow out of Russia and
take Europe by storm. The Western Church like
the countries of the West ate themselves alive.
Red China is actually a distraction for the
Russian Bear to play with its remarkable
advances in weapons.
Lawyers like Putin play chess well like the
excellent lawyers they are. The Globalists fell
into the Croesus Paradigm as I warned they
would and continue to throw pointless arms and
money at a lost cause.
Why does an old fart like me have to teach these
basic lessons to modern so called generals and
western strategists. yet again? The technology
might change but the tactics of war do not. This
is why my team and I are here....
If the morons like Health Ranger and others
stopped their fear mongering and observed
deeper, they would see quickly what I have
suspected all along. China too is in the brown

Posted Daniel Johns
____________________

Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ
For books by identity authors
–
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria
Splinter and Richard Porter
plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Reli
gion
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The Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil
Khazarian Mafia (Part 4)
By
Preston James, Ph.D
worldwide Internet, the world’s new Gutenberg
Press. What the Rothschild KM did not
understand was the power of the Internet and
how truth nuggets published and broadcast on it
resonate with the people of the world and spread
like wildfire, at the speed of light. Truth is being
diffused to the masses everywhere.

Soon mainstream America will know that
Bibi Netanyahu and his Likudist Party
deployed the attack on America on 9-11-01
on behalf of the Rothschild KM.

D

UAL
CITIZEN
TRAITOR
MICHAEL CHERTOFF, (a name
translated from Russian as “son of the
devil”), was the criminal mastermind that set up
DHS, along with the former head of the East
German Stasi, Marcus Wolfe, who was hired as
a special consultant and died mysteriously as
soon as his mission was completed.

This incredible tactical error by the KM is so
great that it will actually doom them to the
complete exposure and eventual complete destruction they deserve. Bibi Netanyahu’s order
to proceed and deliver the nuclear attack on
America on 9-11-01 will go down in history as
one of the KM’s biggest mistakes, and the one
that will be blamed for their exposure and
destruction by the world that is now ganging up
The Rothschild KM never thought they would
against them.
get exposed for their nuclear attack on America
on 9-11-11, but they made one of the biggest
The Russians have now leaked the IAEA and
tactical mistakes in history and overplayed their
Sandia Labs and Able Danger files are given to
hand from excess hubris, based on too much easy
them by Edward Snowden. Soon all of these files
success due to their extreme money power in the
will be provided to all Americans and the world
past.
via the Internet, and this cannot be stopped.
They thought that they had complete control over
the CMMM and could prevent any of the secret A number of Russians in the High Military
IAEA and Sandia Labs investigations from ever Command in Russia, and in the highest positions
of leadership in the Russian government realize
being released to the American public.
that it was the same Organized Crime Cabal that
They made a serious tactical error because organized the Khazarians into Bolsheviks to
now the truth about their role in the 9-11-01 mass-murder 100 million innocent Russians —
attack on America is being published on the and these men want payback.
( Page 28 )
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That is why they are making sure that the
Rothschild banksters will be put out of business,
which will decapitate the Khazarian Mafia from
its endless, elastic counterfeit money supply.
This is why the BRICS Development Bank was
created — to replace the US Petro Dollar as the
world’s reserve currency, but this one, unlike the
US Petro Dollar is backed by gold, silver, and
real commodities, with NO counterfeiting allowed.
The CMMM is failing, and most Americans no
longer believe any of their prime-time national
stories, especially the under-thirty crowd, who
cherry-pick facts from the Internet and construct
their own beliefs.
So many Internet users now reject the CMMM
that the truth about the Israelis attacking America
on 9-11-01 is becoming easier each day to
believe. Soon all of mainstream America will
know that Bibi Netanyahu and his Mossad and
dual citizens did the 9-11-01 attack on America.

by the Israelis anywhere in the world outside of
Israel.
This super-elite team was alerted by Michael
Shrimpton’s phone call to MI-6 notifying them
that an Israeli “City Buster” was planted near the
Olympic stadium. This call wrongly has landed
him in jail. The City Buster was recovered by
the “Nuclear Snake-eaters”, who entered England and recovered and disarmed a large city
buster. Sadly MI-6 wanted this nuke detonated
in order to gain more power for the Khazarian
Mafia in England — their home base inside the
City of London Financial District — since it has
been losing power fast.
A secret name for these KM Chieftains which
run much of the world out of the City of London
is Gog and Magog, despite what so many historians believe is the secret name of Russia which
it is not. It is the secret name of the top KM and
apparently represents where they originally came
from.
The secret team of super-elite “Nuclear Snakeeaters” is ready to be deployed to Israel anytime,
should the nation collapse after most European
corporations divest from Israel, and the US cuts
off all aid, in order to comply with American
law.

The American Military High Command
knows that Bibi Netanyahu ordered his Mossad and stateside Dual Citizens to attack
America using nukes on 9-11-01 on behalf of
the Rothschild Khazarian Mafia (KM):
Various deep cover covert operations are now
being deployed globally to expose and decapitate
the Rothschild KM from their endless, elastic
money supply.
Their days of anti-human power are now limited.
The secret, incredibly well-trained US team
called the “Nuclear Snake-Eaters” is now hard
at work searching all incoming Israeli diplomatic
pouches and shipments; driving by and flying
over synagogues and Israeli embassies and
Mossad safe-houses with high tech gamma-ray
and helium-3 neutron detectors, and using ultrahigh-tech custom-tuned and -focused satellites
to search for any stored nuclear pits, as well as
working hard to recover all stolen nuclear pits

It is illegal to give aid to a nation that has nukes,
and which has not signed the Nuclear Nonproliferation Agreement. Israel has nukes detectable from satellite-based Helium-3 sensors and
has never admitted it, nor has it signed the
Nuclear Non-proliferation Agreement. We must
all demand that our Congress and Administration
obey the law and immediately cut off all aid
monetary and military aid to Israel, and arrest all
Israeli espionage front directors of AIPAC,
JINSA, the Defense Policy Board, the “Joint” in
NYC, and the ADL, etc.
It is unknown but suspected that a significant
number of these stolen nukes have been already
recovered. It has been reported by insiders that
a very solemn message was communicated to
Bibi Netanyahu and his Likudists, as well as all
top members of Israeli espionage fronts in
America, like AIPAC, JINSA, the Defence
Policy Board, the ADL and the like.
What was this serious warning? If insider reports
are accurate, these folks were told that if there is
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one more Israeli-based false-flag attack, those
who ordered it or were involved will be hunted
down under American National Security and
eliminated, and the Israeli defence structures
associated with such will be turned to dust.

fice is due to a toxic culture, best described as
malignant Tribalism, characterized by a paranoid
group racial superiority delusion.

Others think the
leaders of the KM are
the bloodline of Cain,
that is, “children of
Cain”, that are the
Devil’s own and have
absolutely no soul or
human conscience but
are pure predators like
a wild beast — while
at the same time
being incredibly twoRothschild Wealth Is Greater Than faced, that is able to
put on a good con and a nice face on the
75% Of The World
outside. Perhaps it could be both factors. In any
case, it is time to expose this evil, the greatest
The rest of Rothschild KM history will likely
evil the world has ever experienced. It is time
be determined by YOU:
for the world to work together to eradicate this
problem now and forever, by whatever means
The future of the Rothschild KM will likely be
necessary.
determined by Veterans Today readers and We
The People who learn the secret, forbidden
Mike Harris is the Financial Editor of Veterans
history of the Khazarian Mafia that was excised
Today, a radio host, a former GOP Finance
from the history books and libraries by the KM
Chairman, a Gubernatorial Candidate for
to protect their evil history that no one would
Arizona, and a Senior Vice President of Adamus
accept if it was known.
Defence Group, Switzerland.
So share this story with your family, friends, and
associates and take it viral. Be clear about this
— unless the KM is able to operate in abject
secrecy, it will be attacked from all sides and
destroyed forever. So take away their secrecy by
exposing their hidden history for all Americans
to know and understand.

Mike is an expert in full-contact mixed martial
arts. His long-term expertise in such has gained
him a lot of respect and the nickname “Iron
Mike”. Mike was a part of the Veterans Today
group that attended the Damascus Conference
to Combat Terrorism and Religious
Extremism. Mike gave about twenty-five
televised interviews that were broadcast to
That is why they have worked so hard to buy up
millions of viewers in Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, and
and control the CMMM and public mass educaIran.
tion including colleges and universities, to make
sure the people of the world would never find
In these interviews, Mike emphasized and
out about their secret evil, which is so inhuman,
supported the historical declaration by Keynote
so homicidal that the whole world would gang
Speaker, Veterans Today Senior Editor, and
up on them and attack them from all sides at
Chairman Gordon Duff that the real problem
every level they exist at.
behind World Terrorism is a large Organized
Crime Syndicate.
The big question remains: Was the true cause of
leaders of the Khazarian Mafia’s incredible evil
For those who have time and interest in the Head
and savagery toward the human race a byproduct
of the Khazarian Mafia (KM) Snake.
of nature or nurture?
The End OS23282
Some believe that this gross parasitism and
inclination to mass-murder, engagement in paedophilia and child bloodletting, and child sacri( Page 30 )
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Return to Bomb Alley: 40 Years on, and The
Falklands War Remains Shrouded in Mystery
Author Paul Cardin
the scenes to pressurise Margaret Thatcher into
organising such a powerful military response so
quickly.

Book Review

Author Paul Cardin, who served
during the conflict, says there are
many unanswered questions.

F

ORTY YEARS AGO, an Argentinean
invasion of the Falkland Islands in early
April 1982 was followed by 74 days of
hostilities and an eventual British victory.
I was always politically aware, served in the
Royal Navy and I am a veteran of this conflict.
Aged just 22 at the time, my ship HMS
Yarmouth found itself anchored in San Carlos
bay (Bomb Alley) for a fortnight and here I saw
ships being bombed and sunk, and my mates
being injured and killed.
As a Leading Radio Operator, I saw all the
messages that were being passed between ships
and CINCFLEET HQ in Northwood, UK, and I
was ideally placed to know what was going on
as the events unfolded around me. Although this
book contains my diary - including a daily
timeline of events, written on location - it’s very
different from the usual military memoir.
It has the feel of documentary journalism and is
written from a dedicated, enquiring perspective.
The Falkland Islands are very distant, were not
well-known to UK citizens in 1982, and were of
uncertain or even limited value. At the time,
some serious questions were forming in my mind
about the circumstances of the invasion, the
lightning-fast creation of a huge task force, and
what exactly could have been going on behind

This book is not one of those ‘Here I am, pull up
a chair, and here’s a long list of what I did during
the war’ offerings. Instead, it poses a number of
serious, probing questions from a neutral
perspective, aimed at highlighting what may
have been under discussion in Whitehall and
Buenos Aires in the lead up to the invasion,
during the fighting, and in the immediate
aftermath. The main spotlight is focused on what
decisions were being made and why in the action
areas around the islands.
1. Why was it never reported by the BBC
and UK media that 90 per cent of Falkland
Islands land, including the vast sheep
farms, was owned by absentee landlords,
resident in the UK, and that Falkland
Islanders were actually working tenants?
So, just how ‘paramount’ were the
islanders’ interests, as claimed by
Margaret Thatcher?
2. On the day when ARA General
Belgrano was sunk, killing 368 Argentine
sailors, why had it allegedly taken 17 hours
for an urgent telegram, containing the full
details of the Peruvian peace plan, to reach
10 Downing Street?
3. Was it right for task force leader
Admiral Sandy Woodward to suggest that
the Belgrano was part of a pincer
movement and therefore represented an
imminent threat to Britain’s aircraft
carriers?
4. Why was public access to all incoming
telegrams sent during the Falklands
conflict embargoed until 2052, or a further
40 years?
5. Pre-invasion, why did Foreign Office
Minister Nicholas Ridley hold clandestine
meetings in secret locations with senior
members of the Argentine junta, where
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12. Has the Falkland Islands Government
now lost credibility and stature by
investing heavily in extremely difficult to
recover gas and oil as part of a ‘fortress’
economy heavily reliant upon fossil fuels?
I have accessed and reproduced many of the
official documents that had been hidden away at
the time by the Conservative government. I have
signposted and summarised these events from
my own perspective, which gives readers a better
insight into government evasions, the lies that
were told at the time and why.

The General Belgrano
trade deals, Falkland Islands sovereignty
and a 99-year leaseback deal were all on
the table?

After the conflict, no matter how hard they tried,
the British public couldn’t get to see what was
happening behind the scenes. They were
constantly drip-fed gushing media stories about
political and military courage and the glory of
the Falklands victory.

6. Why was Britain still selling arms to the
fascist Argentine junta just four days
before the invasion?

I have never doubted that there was plenty of
courage on display, from fighters on both sides.

7. In the face of high-level protests, why
were sweeping defence cuts to UK forces
being made in the South Atlantic area in
late 1981, and did these reductions leave
the Argentine junta with the impression
that an invasion of the islands would stand
uncontested?

In 1982, and with all the sensitive cabinet
documents under lock and key for the next 30
years, the UK government and media had granted
themselves the perfect opportunity to gaslight
the electorate into voting for a Conservative
government; one that went on to enjoy a
landslide election victory just a year later in June
1983.

8. What was the 1,000 lb bomb that I heard
rumours of during the conflict - a bomb
that was regularly being passed from ship
to ship? Was it a tactical, nuclear depth
charge, the possession of which breached
the South American nuclear-weapon-freezone” treaty?

Return to Bomb Alley – the Falklands
Deception’ will be published on Mar 28. See
Amazon Kindle, Apple Books, Barnes & Noble,
Nook, Kobo, and others. Source

9. Were any ships containing the 1,000lb
bomb sunk during the conflict, creating a
‘Broken Arrow’ situation?
10. Had Britain’s junior ranking soldiers
and marines been operating with an
unspoken, socialist, brothers-in-arms ethos
in order to better harness their bravery and
loyalty?
11. How could Argentine forces’
volunteers serve a fascist military junta
which had spent years kidnapping,
disappearing and murdering thousands of
their own citizens?
( Page 32 )
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Return of The Lock-down Next Month (August) in
Australia and Elsewhere?
From Our West Midlands Correspondent

A

N AUSTRALIAN spoke to a very high
level lawyer last night. He told me in
absolute confidence that his people high
up in government have told him privately that
end of August they are bringing in Stage 5
restrictions, not stage 4, but stage 5!

August we will be at level 5 lock down which
hasn't been seen before: everything closed no
one leaves home without a special permit from
the government. There will be military on streets
protecting food supplies and there will be food
shortages. I found this out ore week ago before
the first case popped up. This is all planned on
With martial law and government food rationing. a global scale as part of a global take over Share
There will be food shortages and army in the this info around with everyone you know to
streets.
wake up!
So many of the army in Darwin right now are Better start stocking up discreetly on food and
training and preparing for this. You've got less other essentials??
than two months to prepare.
Better to have it and not need it, than not have it
I've got a friend who owns a massive security and need it!!
company in Perth he has 300 employees. He
deals with the government a fair bit: a lawyer
The End
from the government told him by the end of

The Venetian Conspiracy
By
Webster G. Tarpley, Ph.D
adequate and authentic knowledge of historical
process. Such knowledge can come only
through viewing history as the lawful interplay
of contending conspiracies pitting Platonists
against their epistemological and political adversaries.

Address delivered to the ICLC
Conference near Wiesbaden, Germany,
Easter Sunday, 1981 on his book of the
same name; (appeared in Campaigner,
September, 1981)

P

ERIODS OF HISTORY MARKED,
LIKE THE ONE WE ARE LIVING
THROUGH, by the convulsive instability of human institutions pose a special challenge for those who seek to base their actions on

There is no better way to gain insight into such
matters than through the study of the history of
the Venetian oligarchy, the classic example of
oligarchical despotism and evil outside of the
Far East.
Venice called itself the Serenissima Republica
(Serene Republic), but it was no republic in any
sense comprehensible to an American, as James
Fenimore Cooper points out in the preface to his
novel The Bravo. But its sinister institutions do
provide an unmatched continuity of the most
hideous oligarchical rule for fifteen centuries
and more, from the years of the moribund Roman Empire in the West to the Napoleonic
Wars, only yesterday in historical terms. Venice
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can best be thought of as a kind of conveyor
belt, transporting the Babylonian contagions of
decadent antiquity smack dab into the world of
modern states.
The more than one and one-half millennia of
Venetian continuity is first of all that of the
oligarchical families and the government that
was their stooge, but it is even more the relentless application of a characteristic method of
statecraft and political intelligence. Venice,
never exceeding a few hundred thousand in
population, rose to the status of Great Power in
the thirteenth century, and kept that status until
the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, thanks to the
most highly developed system of embassies, of
domestic and foreign intelligence, and related
operational potentials.

provincial heretic Martin Luther (above) and
raising him to the big-time status of heresiarch
among a whole herd of total-predestination divines. Not content with this wrecking operation
against the Church, Venice was thereafter the
“mother” for the unsavoury, itinerant Ignatius
of Loyola and his Jesuit order.

As the following story details, Venice was at the
centre of the efforts to destroy the advanced
European civilization of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, and bears a crushing burden
of guilt for the ascendancy of the Black Guelphs
and the coming of the black plague.

After the Council of Trent, Venice was also the
matrix for the Philosophe-Libertin ferment of
the delphic, anti-Leibniz Enlightenment. Venice
beat Thomas Malthus and Jeremy Bentham to
the punch in inflicting British political economy
and philosophical radicalism on the whole
The Venetians were the intelligencers for the world.
Mongol army of Ghengis Khan and his heirs,
and had a hand in guiding them to the sack of Although Napoleon Bonaparte had the merit of
Baghdad and the obliteration of its renaissance forcing the formal liquidation of this loathsome
in the thirteenth century.
organism during his Italian campaign of 1797,
his action did not have the effect we would have
desired. The cancer, so to speak, had already
had ample time for metastasis – into Geneva,
Amsterdam, London, and elsewhere.
Thus, though the sovereign political power of
Venice had been extinguished, its characteristic
method lived on, serving as the incubator of
what the twentieth century knows as fascism,
first in its role as a breeding ground for the
proto-fascist productions of Wagner and Nietzsche, later in the sponsorship of fascist politicians like Gabriele D’Annunzio and Benito
The Venetians were the mortal enemies of the Mussolini.
humanist Paleologue dynasty in Byzantium.
They were the implacable foes of Gemisthos The Venetians ran a large chunk of the action
Plethon, Cosimo de’ Medici, Leonardo da Vinci, Niccolo Machiavelli, and the entirety of the associated with the Parvus Plan to dismember
Florentine Golden Renaissance, which they Russia, and may well have been the ones who
conspired – successfully – to destroy. Venetian surprised everyone, including London, by uninfluence was decisive in cutting off the Eliza- leashing World War 1 in the Balkans.
bethan epoch in England, and in opening the
door to the lugubrious Jacobean era.
Most important, Venice is today through its Cini
Foundation and its Societé Europeenne de CulVenetian public relations specialists were re- ture the think tank and staging area for the Club
sponsible for picking up the small-time German
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of Rome and related deployments. Venice is the
supranational homeland of the New Dark Ages
gang, the unifying symbol for the most extreme
Utopian lunatic fringe in the international intellgence community today.

East, toward its allies among the Asian and
especially Chinese oligarchies which were its
partners in trade and war. This is reflected in a
whole range of weird, semi-oriental features of
Venetian life, most notably the secluded, oriental status of women, with Doges like Mocenigo
proudly exhibiting a personal harem well into
modern times.
Venice today sits close to the line from Lubeck
to Trieste, the demarcation between NATO and
Warsaw Pact Europe, roughly corresponding to
the boundary between Turks in the East and
Christians in the West, and still earlier between
the Holy Roman and Byzantine Empires.
Into this part of the northern Adriatic flow the
rivers of the southern side of the Dolomites and
the Julian Alps. The greatest of these is the Po.
These rivers, around 300 A.D., made the northern Adriatic a continuous belt of marshes and
lagoons about fifteen kilometres wide, and extending from the city of Ravenna around to the
base of the Istrian Peninsula, where the ItalianYugoslavian border lies today.

Get to know Venice. Then look back to the
monetarist imbecility of Paul Volker, at the
ideological fanaticism that radiates forth from
the Bank of America, Chase Manhattan, the
Bank for International Settlements and he rest.
You will recognize the unmistakable putrid
stench of a Venetian canal (above), where the
rotting marble palaces of generations of parasites are corroded by the greatest cynicism and In the centre of this system was Aquileia, startcruelty the world has ever known.
ing point of an important north-south trade route
across the Brenner Pass to the Danube Valley
and Bohemia. Aquileia was the seat of a patriThe Origins
arch of the Christian Church, but its tradition
In the Middle Ages the Venetians were known was overwhelmingly pagan, and typified by
as the archetypes of the parasite, the people who rituals of the Ancient Egyptian Isis cult.
“neither sow nor reap.” For the Greeks, they
were the hated “frogs of the marshes.” In Ger- For a time after the year 404, Ravenna and not
many, a folk tale describes the merchant of Rome was the capital of the Roman Empire in
Venice as an aged Pantaloon who makes his the West. After the extinction of the western
rounds robbing men of their human hearts and empire, Ravenna was the seat of government of
Theodoric the Ostrogoth, the court visited by
leaving a cold stone in their place.
Boethius. Later Ravenna was the capital of a
Closer to the essence of Venice is the city’s part of Italy ruled by the Byzantines.
symbol, the winged lion of St. Mark, bearing the
misleading inscription, Pax Tibi Marce, Evan- The islands of the lagoons provided an invulnergelista Meus (“Peace be with you Mark, my able refuge, comparable to Switzerland during
evangelist.”) The chimerical winged lion comes World War II, for Roman aristocrats and others
out of the East, either from Persia or from Chi- fleeing the paths of Goth, Hun, and Langobard
na. The symbol is thus blatantly pagan, with St. armies. Already between 300 and 400 A.D.
Mark being added as an afterthought because of there are traces of families whose names will
his alleged visit to the Venetian lagoons. To later become infamous: Candiano, Faliero, Danbuttress the story, the Venetians stole St. Mark’s dolo.
body from Alexandria in Egypt, and Tintoretto
Legend has it that the big influx of refugees
has a painting celebrating this feat.
came during the raids of Attila the Hun in 452
The point is that Venice looks East, toward the A.D. Various areas of the lagoons were coloLevant, Asia Minor, central Asia, and the Far nized, including the present site of Torcello,
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before the seat of administration was fixed at a
group of islands known as Rivus Altus (“the
highest bank”), later the Rialto, the present location of the city of Venice. The official Ab Urbe
Condita is March 25, 721 A.D. Paoluccio Anafesto, the first ruler of the lagoon communities,
called the doge (the Venetian equivalent of
Latin dux or Florentine duca/duce, meaning
leader or duke), is said to have been elected in
the year 697.
The most significant fact of this entire period is
that the whelp of what was later to become
Venice survived and grew thanks to its close
alliance with the evil Emperor Justinian in Constantinople, an alliance that was underlined in
later years by intermarriage of doge and other
leading Venetian oligarchs with the nobility of
Byzantium, where a faction embodying the sinister traditions of the Roman Senate lived on for
a thousand years after the fall of Rome in 476.

Germans and Russians, the latter being shipped
in from Tana, the Venetian outpost at the mouth
of the Don, in the farthest corner of the Sea of
Azov. At a later time, black Africans were added to the list and rapidly became a fad among
the nobility of the republic.

The Political Economy of Slavery
During the years of the Venetian overseas empire, islands like Crete, Cyprus, Corfu, Naxos,
and smaller holdings in the Aegean were routinely worked by slave labour, either directly
under the Venetian regime, or under the private
administration of a Venetian oligarchical clan
like the Corner, who owed their riches to such
slavery.

Venetian families are divided into two categories. First come the oldest families, or Longhi,
who can claim to prove their nobility substantially before the year 1000. The Longhi include
many names that are sadly familiar to the student of European history: Dandolo, Michiel,
Morosini, Contarini, Giustinian (perhaps related
to the just- mentioned Byzantine emperor),
Zeno, Corner (or Cornaro), Gradenigo, Tiepolo,
and Falier.
In later centuries, the harems of the entire Ottoman Empire (above), from the Balkans to MoThese old families held a monopoly of the rocco, were stocked by Venetian slaves. The
dogeship until 1382, at which time they were shock troops of the Ottoman Turkish armies, the
forced to admit the parvenu newcomers, or Janissaries, were also largely provided by VeneCurti, to the highest honour of the state. After tian merchants. A section of the Venetian waterfront is still called Riva Degli Schiavoni –
this time new families like Mocenigo, Foscari, slaves’ dock.
Malipiero, Vendramin, Loredano, Gritti, Dona,
and Trevisan came into the ascendancy.
Around 1500, the Venetian oligarch Cristofor
da Canal, the leading admiral of the Serenissima
Repubblica at that time, composed what he
described as a Platonic dialogue concerning the
relative merits of galley slaves: the Italians the
worst, Dalmatians better, the Greeks the best
and toughest of all, although personally filthy
and repulsive. In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries Venice had treaty relations with other
states, like Bavaria, by which convicts were
delivered to the Serenissima to work as life-long
This slavery was practiced as a matter of course galley slaves.
against Saracens, Mongols, Turks, and other
non-Christians. In addition, it is conclusively Indistinguishable from slave gathering operadocumented that it was a matter of standard tion were piracy and buccaneering, the other
Venetian practice to sell Christians into slavery. staples of the Venetian economy. Wars with
This included Italians and Greeks, who were Genoa or with other powers were eagerly
most highly valued as galley slaves. It included
These families and the state they built grew rich
through their parasitising of trade, especially
East-West trade, which came to flow overwhelmingly through the Rialto markets. But
there is a deeper reality, one which even derogatory stories about spice merchants are designed
to mask. The primary basis for Venetian opulence was slavery.
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sought-after opportunities to loot the enemy’s
shipping with clouds of corsairs, and victory or
defeat usually depended more on the success of
the privateering than on the direct combat of the
galleys, cogs, and soldiers of the battle fleets.
Piracy shades over imperceptibly into routine
commerce. Through decades of treachery and
mayhem, the Venetians were able to establish
themselves as the leading entrepot port of the
Mediterranean world, where, as in London up to
1914, the vast bulk of the world’s strategic
commodities were brought for sale, warehousing, and transshipment.

obligation to travel in convoy, was stipulated by
peremptory state regulation.
In the heyday of Venice, galley fleets were sent
to Tana and to Trebizond in the Black Sea, to
Crete, Rhodes, and Cyprus on the way to Beirut
in the Levant, to Tunis, Tripoli, Algiers, Oran,
and Alexandria in North Africa, as well as to
Spanish, French, and west coast Italian cities.
Especially well-served was “Romania,” the area
roughly corresponding to modern Greece. Another galley route passed through Gibraltar on
the way to Southampton, London, Antwerp, and
Bruges.

The most significant commodities were spices
and silks from India and China, destined for
markets in Central and Western Europe. Europe
in turn produced textiles and metals, especially
precious metals, for export to the East.

Many of these galley ports correspond to continuing Venetian influence today. In every instance the Venetians sought to skim the cream
off the top of world trade. Their profit margins
had to be sufficient to cover a “traditional”
twenty percent interest rate, the financing of
Venetian production from the earliest period frequent wars, and maritime insurance premiuntil the end was essentially nil, apart from salt ums, in which they were pioneers.
and the glass manufactures of Murano. The role
of the Venetian merchant is that of the profiteerThe Venetian State
ing middleman who rooks both buyer and seller,
backing up his monopolization of the distribu- The tremendous stability of the Venetian state
tion and transportation systems with the war has fascinated historians. How is it possible to
galleys of the battle fleet.
maintain the great power of Venice for more
than a millennium and a half without being
conquered from the outside, and without significant upheavals from within?
Venice remained impervious to foreign invasion from the first settlement until 1797. The
monolithic iniquity of Venetian state institutions was seriously disturbed no more than a
half dozen times from within the city, and such
incidents were speedily terminated by bloodbaths that restored stability rather than spurring
more violence. This feature of the Venetian
oligarchical system contrasts sharply with that
A Venetian Galley
of its rival, Genoa, where each regime from
1300 to 1500 had the life expectancy of an
The Venetian approach to trade was ironically Italian government today. It contrasts sharply
dirigistic. Venice asserted a monopoly of all with the papacy, where the highest
trade and shipping in the northern Adriatic. The
Serenissima’s own functionaries organized office was up for grabs every dozen years or
merchant galley fleets that were sent out one or less, and where humanist factions could sometimes prevail.
two times a year to key ports.
The galleys were built by the regime in its
shipyards, known as the Arsenal, for many centuries the largest factory in the world. They
were leased to oligarchs and consortia of oligarchs at a type of auction. Every detail of the
operation of these galley fleets, including the

In Venice, the bloody resolution of internal
faction fights within the oligarchy was suppressed to a minimum, and these energies were
effectively sublimated in the depredation of the
outside world. The raging heteronomy of each
oligarch was directed outward, not at his fac-
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oversaw foreign affairs by choosing the Venetian
ambassadors. In the middle of the fifteenth
century, Venice was the first and only power
which regularly maintained permanent legations
in all principal courts and capitals. The Senate
also chose five war ministers, five naval
ministers (all called Savi), and six Savii Grandi,
This oligarchy has a residue of timocracy, of ministers of still higher rank.
rule based on honour. But at the same time the
Venetian regime was perversely aware of Plato’s description of the swift transition from
oligarchy to democracy and thence to tyranny,
and against this evolution the patriciate took
measures.
tional rivals. In the typology of Plato’s Republic, Venice is an oligarchy, “a constitution
according to property, in which the rich govern
and the poor man has no share in government,”
“the rule of the few, constitution full of many
evils.”

Plato notes in Book VIII of The Republic that a
“change in a constitution always begins from
the governing class when there is a faction
within; but so long as they are of one mind, even
if they be a very small class, it is impossible to
disturb them.” The threat of factionalisation is
located in the “storehouse full of gold, which
every man has,” and which “destroys such a
constitution.”

The Gran Consiglio elected a Council of Forty,
(above) which was first devoted to budget and
finance matters, later more to criminal
prosecution. The Gran Consiglio chose three
state prosecutors, who could and did sue any
official of the state for malfeasance, although the
The oligarchs “lay a sum of money, greater or doge was accorded the privilege of being tried
less, according as the oligarchy is more or less after his death, with his family paying any fines
complete, and proclaim that no one may share levied.
in the government unless his property comes up
to the assessment. This they carry out by force The Gran Consiglio also elected the doge himof arms, or they have used terror before this to self, through an incredible Byzantine procedure
establish such a constitution.”
designed to assure a representative choice. First,
thirty members of the Gran Consiglio were
Venice lasted as long as it did because of the chosen at random, using colored balls whose
effective subordination of the oligarchs and Venetian name is the origin of the American
families to the needs of the oligarchy as a whole, word ballot. These thirty drew lots to cut their
by the ironclad delimitation of noble status to number down to nine, who then nominated and
those already noble in 1297 and their male elected a new group of forty electors. These
descendants, and by continuous terror against were then cut down by drawing lots to a group
the masses and against the nobility itself.
of twelve. This procedure was repeated several
times, terminating with a group of forty-one
All male members of the approximately one electors of whom twenty-five could nominate a
hundred fifty noble families had the permanent doge for the approval of the Gran Consiglio.
right to a seat in the Gran Consiglio, or Great Somewhat less complicated procedures were
Council, which grew to 2000 members around
1500 and thereafter slowly declined. The seat in used to select a group of six advisors for the
the Gran Consiglio and the vote it brought were doge.
thus
Most typical of the Venetian system is the
independent of which faction happened to be Council of Ten, established in 1310 as the coorcalling the shots at a given moment. The ins dinating body for foreign and domestic political
intelligence operations. Meeting in secret sesmight be in, but the outs were sure of their place sion together with the doge and his six advisors,
in the Gran Consiglio, and this body elected the the Ten had the power to issue a bill of capital
key governing bodies of the regime. The first of attainder against any person inside Venetian
these were the one hundred twenty members, or jurisdiction, or abroad.
Pregadi, of the Senate, the upper house which
To Be Continued
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

http://www.untoldtales.net

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

This long
sort after
book is
now
available!

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

Click on
image for
details

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

A Magazine For
Patriots
For further details
click HERE
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Announcements
In The Name Of
Yahwey auf
Deutsch - Für
weitere
Informationen, auf
das Bild auf der
rechten klicken Sie
bitte

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James

CLICK HERE
CONTACT
pia-6@t-online.de

www.theflameuk.com
Contact
Tel: 07984 775937
E-mail HERE

Die Banker Satans
Aktualisiert Erweitert Unzensier
von
Carrington Hitchcock, Andrew
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